Hood Corners

*Illustrations are Actual Size*

- 96051 ........ $9.00/Pair
  Universal Hood Corner With Brass Rivet
- 990863 ........ $9.00/Pair
  90 Degree With Rivet
- 96050 ........ $9.00/Pr
  Universal Hood Slip On Corner
- 96052 ........ $9.00/Pair
  Universal Hood Corner With Brass Rivet
- 96053 ........ $4.50/Ea
  Buick Gas Door Bumper With Carrot Push-In

KWHC1 ........ $8.25/Ea
Kenworth & Autocar Hood Pad

KWHC2 ........ $8.25/Ea
Kenworth & Autocar Hood Corner

- 96054 ........ $9.00/Pair
  Universal Hood Slip-On Corner
- 990864B ........ $9.00/Pair
  90 Degree Slip-On

Chrysler Rubber Bumpers

*Illustrations are Actual Size*

- 990400 ........ $4.00/Ea
  Dodge Truck Hood Bumper
- 4022 ........ $3.25 Ea
  35-39 Chrysler Prod. Glass Bumper
- 75-4142 ........ $4.00/Ea
  Hood Adjusting Bolt With Bumper-Chrys. 60'S & Up
- 4224 ........ $1.75/Ea
  41-52 Hood Bumper Chrysler
- 97121A ........ $1.50/Ea
  Chrysler Prod Glove Box Bumper
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